
GBS 18 week Holiday Package_Social Study Questions

ACTIVITY No Questions

Exercise 43 1
Give the meaning of the following:,-a)Climate, b)Weather, c) Temperature, d) 

Rainfall

2 Write down the three elements of weather.

3
Identify the areas in East Africa where the types of rainfall are received; a) 

Conventional rainfall,b) Relief rainfall.c) Cyclonic Rainfall

4 State five elements of weather and their conditions.

5 Mention any four factors influencing climate of an area.

6 What causes heavy rainfall in central East Africa?

7 How does Altitude affect Climate

8 Which Climate region covers the largest part of Africa?

9 Mention the Characteristics of Equatorial climate.

10 Which Climate region of Africa has the longest dry condition?

Exercise 44 1 a) Give one reason why desert regions are very cold at night.

b) Give one reason why desert regions are very hot at day time.

2 Mention two types of winds

3 What is wind?

4 In which three ways is wind important to people?

5 Give examples of prevailing winds

6 How does winds influence the climate of Africa?

7 What causes wind?

8 a)what is humudity?

b)which instrument is used to measure humidity?

9 a) why are monsoon winds called trade winds?

b)write one example of local winds?

c)what causes the local winds which take place at night?

10
a)Which winds influence the climate in North Western Kenya and North-

Eastern Uganda?

b) How do the above winds influence climate?

c) why do the winds above influence climate ?

Exercise 45 1 How does Vegetation influence the climate of an area?

2 How do the westerlies influence the climate of East Africa?

3 a) Which human activites modify climate?

b) state how the above human activities influence climate?

4 In which one way are water bodies important in the formation of rainfall?

5 Give three ways in which Climate influence human activities.

6 State five different weather instrumenst and their uses.

7 Mention one way of managing sunny weather.

8 Give the importance of weather station in a school.

9 Why is a rain guage raised 30cm above the ground

10 a) Identify two weather instruments kept in the stevenson's screen.

b) Give a reason for keeping the above instruments in the stevenson's screen.
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Exercise 46 1 Fill the table below

Weather Disaster                                              effects

Floods 

Land slides 

Famine

Lightening 

Hail stones

2 a) Mention the problems associated with wet and warm areas to living things .

b) Suggest solutions to the above problems

3 a)Name four ocean currents in Africa

b)How do the Mozambique Currents influence the climate of East Africa?

4 a) Name two winds found  in Africa

b) how the above winds influence climate?

c)Draw a map of Africa showing wind movement.

5 Why do areas around the Equator experience high temperature?

6 Name two warm ocean currents that influence climate in Africa.

7 What causes ocean currents?

8 How does climate determine human activities?

9 What are sea breezes?

10 Which climate favour the growing of citrus fruits?

Exercise 47 1 By whose word were the earth and heaven created?

2 What was the apppearance of the earth before the creation?

3 What hovered over the waters of the earth during the creation?

4 What is the relief of some scientists concerning the creation of earth?

5 How long did it take God to create the earth and all the creatures in it?

6 What are creatures?

7 What was the attitude of God towards what He had created?

8
When God Separated light from darkness what special names did he give to 

the light and darkness?

9 What did God Create on the second day of the creation?

10 On which day did God create the land ,seas and Vegetation

Exercise 48 1 What animal was the most crafty before the fall of man?

2 What is meant by the fall of man?

3 Who is blamed for the fall of man?

4 How did God test Adam and Eve's obedience?

5
According to the serpent, why did God forbid Adam and Eve to eat the fruits 

from the tree in the middle of the Garden?

6
What did the serpent tell Eve that she was to gain from eating the forbidden 

fruit?

7
Why did Adam accept to eat the forbidden fruit presented to him by his wife 

Eve?

8 what shows the serpent was the most cunning animal in Eden??

9
What type of Knowledge did Adam and Eve gain from eating the forbidden 

fruit?

10 Whom did Adam blame for his downfall?
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